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Verint’s International Data Transfers  
Last Updated: April 2021 

Overview of this document 
Verint have prepared this Q&A document to address some common customer queries in relation to 

customer data transfers to Verint. This document addresses the impact of: 

▪ Brexit – UK potentially becoming a third country 

▪ Privacy Shield - invalidation 

▪ Standard Contractual Clauses – additional safeguards 

Please register any questions you have via our Privacy Team Contact Us form 

 

Q. Does Verint rely on the Privacy Shield mechanism?  
 

A. No. Verint does not use Privacy Shield as the basis for transferring personal data from Europe to the 

USA. Verint’s international data transfers are not affected by the invalidity of Privacy Shield. 

Q. Does Verint process customer personal data? 
 

A. Yes. Our Data Processing Instructions details the circumstances where Verint might be considered a 

data processor for our customers. 

Q. Does Brexit impact Verint’s data transfers? 
 

A. No. The European Commission published its opinion on 15th April 2021 that the United Kingdom has 

equivalent protections under the UK Data Protection Act 2018 to that in the GDPR to enable the processing 

of personal data without additional contractual measures. However, Verint has gone further and its Global 

DPA includes appropriate safeguards to ensure the continued transfer of data irrespective of the European 

Council Decision.  

On January 1, 2021, the UK will recognise the EU as an adequate jurisdiction for the purposes of data 

transfers which means data transfers from the UK to EU will not be impacted. The EU are considering 

granting the UK a reciprocal adequacy decision for the purposes of data transfers from the EU to UK, 

however this may not be in place by the end of the transition period.  

Until the EU grants the UK an adequacy decision, data transfers from the EU to UK will be conducted on 

the basis of the EU Standard Contractual Clauses, which are incorporated into Verint’s Global DPA. See 

below for more information on what else is included in Verint’s Global DPA. 

If you have a pre-existing DPA in place with Verint which does not envisage the UK as a third country then 

Verint will ensure service continuity by using Verint’s Global DPA as the basis to continue EU-UK data 

transfers. Verint’s Global DPA incorporates and applies the Standard Contractual Clauses where data is 

transferred to a third country. 

https://portal-verint.my.onetrust.com/webform/f231427a-d6f5-42db-94e2-726475e10807/047addbe-2eeb-408e-9aff-c1a7b3508bf0
https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/dpa/data-processing-schedule/
file://///UKFILE2/DEPTS$/Legal%20Restricted%20Folder/Work%20In%20Progress%20-%20Sep2011/G/GDPR/International%20Data%20Transfers%20-%20Schrems%20II%20-%20Brexit%20-%20SCCs
https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/global-data-processing-addendum/
https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/global-data-processing-addendum/
https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/global-data-processing-addendum/
https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/global-data-processing-addendum/
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Q. How does Verint transfer customer data from Europe to the USA or 
to other third countries?  What additional safeguards do Verint have in 
place to ensure use of the SCCs for Europe to USA data transfers 
provides adequate protection for customer data? 
 

A. Verint maintains a sophisticated data protection regime to protect customer data which includes a 
combination of carefully developed safeguards which may be summarised as follows:  
 
▪ Verint’s Global DPA.  

▪ Verint sets out processing measures, including: 
o Only processing customer data in accordance with the Global DPA and services agreement 
o Ensuring the confidentiality of customer data  
o Maintaining appropriate technical and organisational security measures 
o Measures in relation to subprocessors 
o Notifying customers of data subject requests 
o Notifying customers of data breaches 
o Assisting customers 
o Audit and inspection rights 
o Data transfer safeguards  

▪ Where international data transfers are contemplated as part of a customer engagement, the 
Global DPA incorporates the Standard Contractual Clauses for controller to processor transfers. 
Verint commits to flowing these obligations down to Verint Affiliates and Vendors who may be 
considered subprocessors. See the sections on ‘Verint Internal Data Transfer Agreements’ and 
‘Vendor Agreements’ below for more information. 
 

▪ Verint’s Information Security Schedule  
Forming part of the Global DPA, this schedule sets out: 
▪ the technical measures which Verint maintains to protect customer data 
▪ the organisational measures which Verint maintains to protect customer data 
A core part of Verint’s Information Security Schedule involves the use of suitable encryption standards. 
See below for more information on encryption. In addition, Verint maintains certification to the ISO 
27001 standard. 

 
▪ Verint’s Data Processing Instructions 

Forming part of the Global DPA, these processing instructions:  
▪ Explain the subject matter and purpose of Verint’s processing operations for Customers: 

▪ Support  
▪ Professional Services 
▪ SaaS (if applicable) 

▪ Detail the Verint Affiliates which may assist in these processing operations and the region in which 
they operate. 

▪ Detail any third-party hosting provider which may host customer data (if the customer is a SaaS 
customer). 
 

▪ Verint Internal Data Transfer Agreements 
▪ Verint’s group of companies are party to comprehensive internal data transfer agreements which 

include the Standard Contractual Clauses for both (i) controller to processor transfers, and (ii) 
controller to controller transfers.  

https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/global-data-processing-addendum/
https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/dpa/security-schedule/
https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/dpa/data-processing-schedule/
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▪ Those Internal Data Transfer Agreements include additional safeguards which operate in addition 
to the Standard Contractual Clauses which provide Verint’s European entities with additional 
comfort that such data transfers are subject to appropriate safeguards. 

 
▪ Vendor Agreements 

▪ In meeting Verint’s commitments in the Global DPA, Verint put in place a data processing 
agreement with all vendors who would be considered a subprocessor.  

▪ That Vendor DPA flows down essentially equivalent data processing obligations on Verint’s 
subprocessors.  

▪ Each Vendor undertaking data processing as a subprocessor is required to comply with Verint’s 
Vendor Information Security Schedule which includes details on the technical and organisational 
measures which the Vendor must maintain to protect customer data.  

▪ Where engaging that Vendor involves an international data transfer, Verint ensures appropriate 
safeguards are in place with the Vendor, including the flow-down of the Standard Contractual 
Clauses for controller to processor transfers.  
 

Summary 

The combination of these listed measures ensures that in the scope Verint’s services, of any international 

data transfer from Europe to the USA pursuant to the Standard Contractual Clauses for controller to 

processor transfers meets, in Verint’s view, the requirement for additional safeguards as envisaged by the 

court in Schrems II.  

Q. What encryption is used? 
 

A. Verint’s Information Security Schedule sets out particulars of Verint’s encryption standards.  

Verint implements Industry Standard access control methodologies, which rely on policy, process, and 

logical controls to help prevent unauthorized access to systems and data under Verint’s control. Verint 

employs encryption algorithms that are publicly or commercially available, with key lengths sufficient to 

prevent commercially reasonable attempts to decrypt through brute force the encrypted information 

(“Encryption Standards”).  

Verint utilises multi-factor authentication for any access to systems containing Customer Data with all 

passwords being stored and transmitted using Encryption Standards. In addition, when a customer 

provides Customer Data to Verint for professional services or support purposes, Customer should take 

commercially reasonable efforts to redact or remove Personal Data prior to providing that Customer Data 

to Verint. However, to the extent that Customer must transfer Customer Data Customer should only make 

use of Verint approved communication channels for providing Customer Data to Verint and Verint ensures 

that such Customer Data is protected using Encryption Standards. 

In support of that schedule, Verint have prepared two documents:  

(i) Security of Data in Transit  

(ii) Verint Cloud Security  

These documents are available upon customer request to EMEA.Compliance@verint.com  

   

https://www.verint.com/our-company/legal-documents/dpa/security-schedule/
mailto:EMEA.Compliance@verint.com

